


We want to begin by expressing, from the 

organization of the Cannabicultores del Café Cup, 

our gratitude to all the people who facilitated the 

successful realization of our �rst edition this past 

2021. For us it was, more than an event, the 

materialization of a dream of several years.

In addition, we recognize the importance of these 

spaces around the sharing of co�ee and cannabis 

and the knowledge related to these plants, both 

for gardeners and for entrepreneurs and attendees 

in general. We know that there is still a long way to 

go. However, we are here to learn and grow with 

you in order to bring you a better event each time, 

tailored to the needs of our cannabis and co�ee 

community.

Ac
know
ledge
ments



For the second edition of the Cannabicultores del 

Café Cup, we seek to delve deeper into the 

cannabis and co�ee culture, recognizing, 

highlighting and reporting on the di�erences, 

similarities and ties that exist between these two 

plants that have been cultivated for centuries in 

our country. In addition, we hope this next month 

of July to once again provide a space to generate 

connections and exchange knowledge about the 

cultivation and development of products derived 

from hemp and co�ee plants.

Pre
sentation



The Cannabicultores del Café Cup 2022 will take 

place on July 2 and 3 of this year in the city of 

Manizales, Colombia. Its main purpose is to 

generate connections and share knowledge 

around the cannabis and co�ee culture in the 

country. Also, it is intended to assess the flowers 

of registered growers according to 4 essential 

organoleptic characteristics: physical appearance, 

texture, smell and taste. To conclude with the best 

decision, the judges will test and score the 

samples during the event. Which, it should be 

clari�ed, will only allow entry to people over 18 

years of age.

Invi
tation



The �rst day consists of a private event in which 

the registered gardeners, the qualifying juries and 

some additional guests will meet. It will take place 

in a private space where cannabis can be tasted as 

well as the corresponding scores assigned to each 

sample.

Day 1



On the second day, a trade fair for products and 

services will be held, which will also have 

educational spaces around cannabis and co�ee. 

Additionally, the closing ceremony will be held 

with the awarding of the best gardeners.

All participants must register through the website 

www.copacannabicultoresdelcafe.com, where they 

can also have access to information and news of 

interest related to the Cup.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT OF ADMISSION AND 

PERMANENCE.

Day 2



S
pon
sors



The Cannabicultores del Café Cup is an opportunity 

for the participants brands to boost services, 

promote products and have an advertising 

campaign that will have space before, during and 

after the event. The means are physical and digital 

such as posters, banners, logos and links referenced 

on the website 

www.copacannabicultoresdelcafe.com. There will be 

too publications on social networks accompanied 

by labels and hashtags and the full spectrum of 

possibilities for a commercial display of your 

brands.

We invite you to be sponsors of the Cannabicultores 

del Café Cup, your participation plays an important 

role in the articulation and development of the 

event, which is designed to encourage the exchange 

of knowledge and the creation of connections that 

will translate into bene�ts for your brands and the 

cannabis culture in the country.



Gold
Every Gold Sponsor will obtain the 
following benefits:

1 stand for the 3rd of July within the 
framework of the fair

Covered space

Electrical network

Two tables and two chairst

Visualization of logo in digital and 
printed media:

- Cannabicultores del Café Cup's Website     
  www.cannabicultoresdelcafe.com- Social     
  networks (Facebook -Instagram)
- Audiovisual Record of the Cannabicultores del  
  Café Cup
- Backing of the Cannabicultores del Café Cup
- Mention for participation in the        
  Cannabicultores del Café Cup + Cup Garment
- 4 invitations to the Cannabicultores del Café   
  Fair that will take place within the framework   
  of the Cup
- Audiovisual record of the brand during the    
  participation in the Cup



Silver
Every Silver Sponsor will obtain the 
following benefits:

1 stand for the 3rd of July within the 
framework of the fair

Covered space

Electrical network

Two tables and two chairs

Visualization of logo in digital and 
printed media:

-  Cannabicultores del Café Cup's Website Cup   
 www.cannabicultoresdelcafe.com
-  Social networks (Facebook-Instagram)
-  Backing of the Cannabicultores del Café Cup
-  Mention for participation in the        
 Cannabicultores del Café Cup + Cup Garment 
-  2 invitations to the Cannabicultores del Café  
 Fair



Bronze
Every Bronze Sponsor will obtain the 
following benefits:

Visualization of logo in digital and 
printed media:

-  Cannabicultores del Café Cup's Website Cup   
 www.cannabicultoresdelcafe.com
-  Social networks (Facebook-Instagram)
-  Backing of the Cannabicultores del Café Cup
-  Mention for participation in the        
 Cannabicultores del Café Cup + Cup Garment 
-  2 invitations to the Cannabicultores del Café  
 Fair



Gold
255 usd

Silver
178 usd

Bronze
102 usd



Gar
den
ers



Cannabicultores del Café invites all cannabis 

gardeners, growers and self-cultivators to 

participate with their flowers in the event that will 

feature an experienced group of jurors who will 

help us qualify the registered samples based on 4 

organoleptic characteristic:

- Physical appearance 35%

- Texture 15%

- Scent 25%

- Flavor 25%

The contest will be the appropriate space for 

gardeners to share, articulate and contrast their 

acquired knowledge with other cannabis growers.



The �rst stage of registration has a cost of 38usd 

until Monday, May 16, 2022. The second and last 

stage has a cost of 50usd from May 17 to 

Thursday, June 16, 2022, registration closing day.

Participants have the right to register a genetic in 

one of the three categories as follows: one for 

indoor cultivation, one for outdoor cultivation or 

one for mixed cultivation, the latter can be 

outdoor or greenhouse with light complement. If 

you wish to register another genetics or another 

category, you must �ll out the form again and 

generate the payment, the cost will be the same 

according to the stage and the established dates.

 

Data of intere� 
for gardeners



Hybrids are accepted if the genetic trace is 
known.

NN samples are accepted.

Samples must be 100% self-cultivated.

The quantity of each registered sample to 
participate is 11 gr.

The samples are delivered the day of the tasting

Each participant is entitled to one guest on the day 

of the tasting at an additional cost of 25usd and 

must register with their name and email on the 

gardener's form, otherwise they must contact the 

organization before the registration closing day - 16 

June 2022.

 



We know that extractions are gaining strength and 

that the panorama is very wide in the world of 

concentrates, this time within the Cup of Cannabi-

culturists of Co�ee we open a space to compete in 

two categories of extracts, Live Rosin and Flower 

Rosin, two of the most common methods that have 

great popularity and prestige for its quality and its 

extraction method without solvents.

NEW CATEGORY

EXTRACTION 
WITHOUT 
SOLVENTS

Crosses are accepted if the genetic trace is 
known

NN samples accepted

Samples must be 100% self-cultivated

The sample is delivered on the day of the 
tasting

The amount of sample is 4 grams



1� �age
38usd

2nd �age
50usd

Until May 16

Until June 16



Ju
ries 



The Cannabicultores del Café Cup invites all those 

interested in participating as juries of the Cup to 

send their resume to the email

selection@copacannabicultoresdelcafe.com

The organization will select the juries for the 

event, this selection will be based on the pro�le 

and experience of the participating jurors in the 

cannabis and self-cultivation community.

The selected juries will be present in the three 

categories of the event:

Indoor cultivation

Outdoor cultivation

Mixed cultivation

Their experience and criteria when tasting flowers 

are of vital importance for the Cannabicultores del 

Café Cup, since a timely and speci�c evaluation 

will be carried out on the flowers that will 

participate in the event.

 



- 35% Physical Appearance

- 15% Texture

- 25% Scent

- 25% Flavor

Final score

75% Juries
25% Participants

Once selected as a jury for the Cannabicultores 

del Café Cup, the organization will contact you to 

continue the registration process.

 

The evaluation will 
be based on 4 
organoleptic 
charaeri�ics:

Note:



The organization will o�er lodging for the selected 

jurors and likewise, each juror must bear the costs 

of food and transportation during the participation 

in the Cannabicultores del Café Cup.

 

Data of intere� 
for juries



S
ta
nds



The Cannabicultores del Café Cup is a space for 

brands interested in o�ering their services and/or 

products to have the opportunity to position their 

brand. In addition to generating networks and 

connections with the di�erent allies, participants 

and attendees who will be supporting and visiting 

us during the Cannabicultores del Café Cup.

We invite you to be part of our fair and show your 

services and/or products in the Cannabicultores 

del Café Cup, since they play an important role in 

the development and articulation of the event, 

generating connections and axes of knowledge is 

our purpose and that this translate into bene�ts 

for your brands.

 



- 1 stand for the day of the fair Sunday July 3

- Covered space

- Electric network

- Two tables and two chairs

- Visualization of logo in digital and printed media:

- Social networks (Facebook -Instagram)

- Mention of participation in the Cannabicultores  

  del Café Cup + Cup Garment

 

During the 
Cannabicultores del 
Café Cup you will have 
the following benefits:



- The �rst stage has a cost of $400,000 until    

  Monday, May 16.

- The second stage has a cost of $500,000 from   

  Tuesday, May 17 to Thursday, June 16.

 

Data of intere� 
for Stands

1� �age
102 usd

2nd �age
128 usd



A
ssis
tant
Participate as an assistant within the framework of 

the Cannabicultores del Café fair, a space 

dedicated to sharing, expanding knowledge and 

creating connections around the cannabis and 

co�ee cultures. During the event, there will be a 

place for talks, workshops and of course, a trade 

fair in which you will �nd di�erent brands with 

products and/or services related to cannabis and 

co�ee.

 



Fir� �age
8usd

Second �age

10usd

Third �age
12usd

Until May 16

Until June 16



All participants must register through the website 

www.copacannabicultoresdelcafe.com where they 

can also have access to information and news 

about the Cup.

Those interested who correctly �ll out the form 

and complete their payment process will receive a 

con�rmation E-mail with registration for the event.

 




